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This paper tt•ns approved by the CJLS on October 27, 1993, by n vote (!ftu,enty-three infaror (23-0-0). H1ting in.fCtt•or:
Rabbi,., Kas:wl Ahelsmz~ Ben Zion Ber15man, Stanley Brmnniclr, .Hiliot J.\i. Do~ff, }eronw Jll. LjJstein, L'zr(L Finlwlstein, Samuel
Prainl, Myron S, Geller, Arnold M. Goodman, Susan Grossman, Jan Catyl Kaufman, Retrvrn Kimclman, Judah Kogen,
K:rnmz H. Kurtz, A<tron L Mackler, Herbert M<mdl, Lionel E Jlo,,es, Paul Plotkin, Mayer Rabizzoz.vitz, Avmzn Israel Reisner,
.Joel Roth, Gerald Skolnik, and Gordon 1ltcker.

1he Commiltec on .Jewish Law and Standards of" the Rabbinical Assembly provides guidance in mailers of"halah:hahfor I he
Conservative movement. 1he individual rabbi, hoLvever, i.s the aulhorityfor the interpretation and application of all matters
of" halaklwh.

Questions have been raised about a K symbol on food products. Does a K on a food container signify that a rabbinic authority has granted the product in that container a C(ortification of compliance with the laws of kashruf? Can one he sure that a food producer/packager cannot print a K on the container without such authority? Does the Rabbinical
Assembly have a list of acceptable products hearing a K?

A K, which is often found on food packages, is not the symbol of a particular rabbi or
kashrut organization. It is a letter of the alphabet, and under American law a letter may
not he trademarked. TI1ere are over fifty rabbis (including Conservative rabbis) or agencies
that usc a K to signify that a product is kosher. The standards of kashrut will vary, depending on the particular rabbi or agency and the rabbinic p01!) (authority) followed. Even
where there is a state law that governs kashrut, the state will not get involved in a dispute
in the religious Jewish community as to which p01!) determines whether a food is kosher.
And this applies equally to all kosher symbols.
The State of New York requires that any kashrut symbol, including a K, must he
hacked by a supervising rabbi or agency and he registered with the New York State
Department of Agriculture. Hence most food products that are distributed nationally would
also he distributed in New York State and would have kashrut sup(;rvision. It is, however,
conceivable that a manufacturer might put a K on the package without having proper
kashrut supervision. This could he the case in California, where no rabbinical supervision
is necessary for a food supplier to put K on a food product. However, the consumer fraud
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laws would be invoked against a food producer who marked a food product with a K knowing that it was not kosher (See letter from Herschel T. Elkins, Senior Assistant Attorney
General of the State of California, dated June 25, 1993, and memo from Rabbi Elliot N.
Dorff dated June 30, 1993).
The Rabbinical Assembly does not presently maintain a list of food products that are
certified to be kosher, whether bearing a K, the 0-U, or any other kashrut symbol.

Conclusion
The presence of a K on a food product does not necessarily mean that the food is kosher.
It is important to check to see whether a particular food product bearing a K has been rabbinically certified. In most cases a copy of the iW:li1 will be sent together with the name of
the supervising rabbi. If desired, additional information can be obtained from the rabbi
about the standards us<:d in supervising the food product.

